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ABSTRACT: A metabolic model for Leptospirillum ferroox-
idanswas developed based on the genomic information of an
analogous iron oxidizing bacteria and on the pathways of
ferrous iron oxidation, nitrogen and CO2 assimilation based
on experimental evidence for L. ferrooxidans found in the
literature. From this metabolic reconstruction, a stoichio-
metric model was built, which includes 86 reactions describ-
ing the main catabolic and anabolic aspects of its
metabolism. The model obtained has 2 degrees of freedom,
so two external fluxes were estimated to achieve a deter-
mined and observable system. By using the external oxygen
consumption rate and the generation flux biomass as input
data, a metabolic flux map with a distribution of internal
fluxes was obtained. The results obtained were verified with
experimental data from the literature, achieving a very good
prediction of the metabolic behavior of this bacterium at
steady state.
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Introduction

Bioleaching is the oxidation process of metallic sulfide to
soluble metallic ions and sulfuric acid, catalyzed by
microorganisms (Schippers and Sand, 1998). The most
commonly encountered bacteria in this environment
are Acidihiobacillus ferrooxidans, Leptospirillum sp.,
Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans, and Acidithiobacillus caldus
(Hallberg and Lindström, 1994; Kelly and Harrison, 1989;
Olson et al., 2003; Rohwerder et al., 2003; Schippers and
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Sand, 1998). The genus Leptospirillum is composed of three
groups, according to their 16S rRNA phylogeny (Bond
and Banfield, 2001): group I represented by L. ferrooxidans,
group II represented by L. ferriphilum, and group III
represented by L. ferrodiazotrophum (Tyson et al., 2005).
Leptospirillum ferrooxidans is a Gram-negative chemo-
lithoautotrophic bacterium; it utilizes the energy and
reducing power derived from iron oxidation for several
metabolic processes, including CO2 fixation and acquisition
of some nitrogen sources (Holmes and Bonnefoy, 2007;
Levican et al., 2008; Rawlings, 2005). Assuming a biomass
composition represented by CH1.8O0.5N0.2 (Jones and Kelly,
1983; Roels, 1983), the stoichiometric equation for biomass
formation, obtained for elemental and charge balance can be
written in terms of the following reactions (depending on
the nitrogen source):
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In Equations (1) and (2) Ysx represents the biomass yield
on ferrous iron (C-mol/mol Fe2þ).

Leptospirillum ferrooxidans has been identified as one of
the dominant ferrous iron oxidizing microorganisms
present in biomining consortia (Rawlings, 1995; Rawlings
� 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.



et al., 1999), and it plays an important role in bioleaching
processes given its ability to attach to sulfide mineral, its
high affinity for ferrous iron, and its low sensitivity to
inhibition by ferric iron (Norris et al., 1998; Rawlings et al.,
1999). Both kinetic studies (Boon et al., 1999b,c; Breed and
Hansford, 1999; Breed et al., 1999; Scherpenzeel et al., 1998)
and in situ detection methods have demonstrated the
importance of L. ferrooxidans in these acidic environments
rich in iron (Okibe et al., 2003; Schrenk et al., 1998; Tyson
et al., 2004).

In this context, L. ferrooxidans has become an important
objective of biological research, since a better understanding
of its metabolic behavior will provide new strategies to
improve the productivity of bioleaching process.

A powerful tool for this purpose is metabolic flux analysis
(MFA), whereby internal fluxes of a metabolic network are
estimated using stoichiometric reaction models for the
major intracellular reactions, mass balances for metabolites,
and thermodynamics (biochemical reaction directionality;
Stephanopoulos et al., 1998, Chapter 8). The set of
constraints imposed by the stoichiometry on the distribu-
tion of resources through the metabolic network is one
aspect of the overall mechanism for cellular control
regulation. Therefore, an improved understanding of the
stoichiometry is essential for greater understanding of the
mechanisms that regulate the cell behavior, and to predict
the effect of addition or removal of nutrients or related
substances on cell metabolism (Savinell and Palsson, 1992a).

In this work, we investigated the main metabolic
pathways of L. ferrooxidans with the purpose of developing
a stoichiometric model of its catabolism and anabolism. In
addition, we performed a MFA to obtain a flux map of the
biochemical reactions involved. Such a model will have
important applications in seeking conditions to improve
practical bioleaching operations. For example, with linear
programming (Edwards et al., 2002) it is possible to
determine the flux distribution of the cells in a bioleaching
tank by optimizing an objective function, such as
maximizing growth rate, or minimizing consumption rates
of nutrients, like CO2 (Edwards et al., 2001; Knorr et al.,
2007; Oliveira et al., 2005; Schuetz et al., 2007).
Materials and Methods

Metabolic Reconstruction

The whole genome sequence and annotation of
L. ferrooxidans is not publicly accessible, so a first metabolic
reconstruction for this bacterium was done using as
reference microorganism A. ferrooxidans strain ATCC
23270, whose genome was sequenced by The Institute for
Genomic Research (TIGR, www.tigr.org) and Integrated
Genomics, Inc. (IG, www.integratedgenomics.com). A
metabolic reconstruction of A. ferrooxidans is available in
MetaCyc (Multiorganism Metabolic Pathways and Enzyme
Database, www.metacyc.org), and a stoichiometric model of
its central metabolism was recently developed by Hold et al.
(2009).

In the present metabolic reconstruction, a manual
revision of the enzymes of most conserved pathways was
made based on the A. ferrooxidans genome annotation. To
accept a pathway, the criterion was that the majority of the
enzymes (more than 50%) must be present. Likewise, for
alternative pathways all the enzymes of each one were sought
in the genome annotation for A. ferrooxidans, and the one
with more identified enzymes was accepted. The informa-
tion of ferrous iron oxidation, nitrogen fixation, and carbon
dioxide assimilation pathways were included, based on
experimental evidence for L. ferrooxidans found in the
literature (Holmes and Bonnefoy, 2007; Parro and Moreno-
Paz, 2004; Parro et al., 2007).
In Silico Model Construction and MFA

The stoichiometric model was implemented in the software
INSILICO Discovery 1.1. (Stuttgart, Germany, www.insi-
lico-biotechnology.com), which is a computational tool
for graphically oriented reconstruction, management and
engineering of large-scale cellular networks. With this
platform, a graphical representation of the network was
obtained, mass and charge balance of the system were
checked, and topological and mathematical analysis were
performed to determine the internal fluxes of the metabolic
network. Finally, a sensitivity analysis of the model was
performed according to Nielsen et al. (2003). A random
percentage of error in the range of 9–10% over the calculated
rates was assumed in different simulations. In order to
analyze the sensitivity of the fluxes associated to the
experimental error, the resulting flux distributions were
compared with the distribution without error.
Theory

By quantifying intracellular fluxes it is possible to analyze
nutrient requirements for both anabolic and catabolic
processes, and so redesign the culture medium, identify
metabolic pathways that limit growth or production, and
understand the biochemistry of the cell at a quantitative
level. Mathematical modeling and analysis tools like MFA to
estimate internal fluxes are of great value for these purposes.

The starting point of MFA is the reaction network
describing how substrates are converted into products and
biomass. A set of measured extracellular rates are used as
input calculations (Stephanopoulos et al., 1998, Chapter 8).
The basis of flux determination is a mass balance specified by
the stoichiometry of the biochemical network, and the
assumption of pseudo-steady state of intracellular metabo-
lites. The general equation that describes the cell metabolism
is given by

S � vðxÞ ¼ b (3)
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where S is the stoichiometric matrix, v(x) holds reaction
fluxes in steady state, and b contains experimentally
measured exchange rates between the medium and the cell
(Savinell and Palsson, 1992b).

The degree of freedom f of this linear system of equations
is given by the difference between pathway fluxes and
pathway metabolites. So, if exactly f fluxes of v(x) are
measured, the system becomes determined, and the solution
is unique and simple to obtain. If more than f fluxes are
measured, the system becomes over-determined, so extra
equations exists that can be used for testing the consistency
of the system. If fewer than f fluxes are measured, the system
is under-determined and additional inputs are needed to
calculate the unknown fluxes (Stephanopoulos et al., 1998,
Chapter 8).

Also, an observability test must be applied to the system to
establish if the solution could be calculated from the
experimentally determined fluxes. It is important to note
that a determined or over-determined system is not
necessarily observable. If experimental data are redundant,
the system as a whole will be not observable. To perform this
test, Equation (3) is rearranged by collecting all metabolic
substrates, products, and intermediates in the matrix S and
rewritten in order to differentiate measured fluxes with
calculated fluxes (Nielsen et al., 2003):

Sm � vm þ Sc � vc ¼ 0 (4)

Where the subscript m indicates measured rates (in vector
vm) and measurable compounds (in Sm), and c indicates the
rates to be calculated in vc and non-measurable compounds
in Sc. Equation (4) can be solved with:

vc ¼ �ðSTc � ScÞ
�1 � STc � Sm � vm (5)

The system will be observable if the matrix Sc is invertible,
so the system can be determined by the relationship:

vc ¼ �S�1
c � Sm � vm (6)
Stoichiometric Model Development

A metabolic reconstruction for L. ferrooxidans was
performed, including principal pathways of its metabolism.
Conserved pathways like central metabolism [Embden–
Meyerhof–Parnas (EMP), TCA cycle, pentose phosphate
pathway, and anaplerotic reactions], and building blocks
biosynthesis pathways (amino acid, nucleotide, and phos-
pholipids) were reconstructed on the basis of the
A. ferrooxidans genome annotation. Figure 1 show the
pathways included in the model.
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First Assumptions

In order to obtain a simple but meaningful model, some
assumptions were made to decrease its extension without
loss of important information:
1. M
ost of the sequential reactions have been lumped into a
single reaction step by eliminating intermediate meta-
bolites that do not participate in other reactions of the
network. This process reduces the number of reaction
steps without affecting the flux results obtained. It
is assumed that lumped reactions proceed at the same
rate, and intermediate metabolites are in a steady
state.
2. T
o avoid linear dependences in the stoichiometric
matrix, only one cofactor was included in the model.
Coenzymes NADþ/NADH and NADPþ/NADPH are
interconvertible by the action of the enzyme nicotida-
mide nucleotide transhydrogenase, so only NADþ and
NADH were used as substrates for fueling and bio-
synthetic reactions, respectively (Stephanopoulos et al.,
1998).
3. A
TP and GTP were pooled together, so we considered
ATP/ADP as the only energy transporters. Also,
pyrophosphate was interpreted as two single phosphates.
4. N
ucleotides, as anabolic building blocks, are represented
as monophosphates to avoid phosphorylation/depho-
sphorylation steps. Therefore, the energy exchange is
considered in the polymerization reactions of DNA and
RNA.
5. R
eversible and irreversible reactions were differentiated
in the stoichiometric model, thus, irreversibility con-
straints were included to solve the system. All the
reactions involved in production or consumption of ATP
were stated as irreversible in a thermodynamically
feasible direction. Moreover, all reactions of assimilation
were restricted by the direction of fixation.
Table I lists the stoichiometric equations included in the
metabolic model, and Table II shows the nomenclature of its
components. A deeper analysis of the pathways is presented
in the following section.

Fueling Reactions

Ferrous Oxidation and ATP/NAD(P)H Production

A unifying characteristic of the leptospirilli bacteria is that
they are capable of oxidizing ferrous iron as an electron
donor to obtain energy for growth and maintenance,
using O2 as electron acceptor (Rawlings, 2002).

The electron transport inside the cell occurs through an
enzymatic system composed of a series of cytochromes and
quinone pools, being a red cytochrome the initial Fe2þ

oxidizer (Parro et al., 2007; Tyson et al., 2004). This process



Figure 1. Schematic representation of the main pathways included in the metabolic model of L. ferrooxidans. External specific rates are named qi, and internal flux rates

as vi.
is described by the following equation:

2Fe2þ þ 1

2
O2 þ 2Hþ ! 2Fe3þ þH2O (7)

The majority of the protons consumed in the reaction
shown in Equation (8) have entered the cell via the ATP
synthetase complex embedded in the inner membrane
(Holmes and Bonnefoy, 2007). According to White (1995),
the synthesis of ATP is coupled to the extrusion of 3Hþ in
iron oxidizing bacteria, as shown in the following equation:

3Hþ
EXT þ ADPþ Pi ! ATPþ 3Hþ

INT (8)

Additionally, in Equation (9) the formation of reductive
power by the electron transfer from ferrous iron to a NADH
ubiquinone, to reduce NAD(P) is included (Ferguson and
Ingledew, 2008; Holmes and Bonnefoy, 2007).

2Fe2þ þ NADðPÞþ ! 2Fe3þ þ NADðPÞH (9)

Nitrogen Assimilation

Leptospirillum ferrooxidans is capable of assimilation of
nitrogen from different sources. It can either reduce
atmospheric N2 to NHþ

4 using the nitrogenase enzyme
complex, or assimilate NHþ

4 from the culture media, which
is taken into the cell by ammonia permeases (Norris et al.,
1995; Parro andMoreno-Paz, 2004; Parro et al., 2007; Tyson
et al., 2004). However, for this analysis it was considered that
the nitrogenase complex is inactivated because of its high
Merino et al.: Stoichiometric Model and MFA for L. ferrooxidans 699
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Table I. Reactions used in the stoichiometric model of Leptospirillum

ferrooxidans.

Ferrous oxidation and ATP/NADH production

1. 4FERROUSEXTþ 0.5O2þNADþ 3H_IN) 4FERRICEXTþ
NADHþH2O

2. 3HEXTþADPþPþH) 3HCYTþATPþH2O

NH4 assimilation

3. NH4þAKGþNADHþH)GLUTþNADþH2O

CO2 assimilation

4. CO2þH2¼ FORþH

5. FORþTHFþH¼ FTHFþH2O

6. SERþTHF¼GLYþMTHFþH2O

7 FORþTHFþATPþHþNADH)MTHFþNADþ
H2OþADPþP

8. MTHFþ 2FERRH2þCO2þCOAþH2)ACCOAþ
THFþ 2FERROXþH2Oþ 2H

Pentose phosphate pathway

9. G6Pþ 2NADþH2O)RIBU5Pþ 2NADHþCO2þ 2H

10. RIBU5P¼XYL5P

11. RIBU5P¼RIB5P

12. ERY4PþXYL5P¼GAPþ F6P

13. XYL5PþRIB5P¼GAPþ SED7P

14. GAPþ SED7P¼ ERY4Pþ F6P

Embden–Meyerhof–Parnas pathway

15. PYRþATPþH2O)PEPþAMPþ Pþ 2H

16. PEPþH2O¼G3P

17. G3PþATPþNADHþH)GAPþNADþPþADP

18. 2GAPþH2O¼ F6PþP

19. F6P¼G6P

TCA cycle

20. ACCOAþCO2þ 2FERRH2¼PYRþ 2FERROXþCOAþ 3H

21. FUMþH2OþNAD)OACþNADHþH

22. SUCþNAD¼ FUMþNADHþH

23. SUCCOAþPþADP) SUCþCOAþATP

24. AKGþNADþCOA) SUCCOAþNADHþCO2

25. CITþNAD)AKGþNADHþCO2

26. H2OþOACþACCOA)CITþHþCOA

Anaplerotic reactions

27. PYRþCO2þATPþH2O)OACþADPþPþ 2H

28. PEPþCO2þH2O¼OACþPþH

Amino acid biosynthesis

29. GLUTþATPþ 2NADHþH)PROþADPþ 2NADþ PþH2O

30. 2ATPþGLUMþCO2þ 2H2O)GLUTþ 2ADPþPþCARPþ 3H

31. 2GLUTþACCOAþASPTþ 2ATPþ 2H2OþNADHþ
CARP)ARGIþ FUMþAMPþADPþCOAþNADþ
ACETþAKGþ 4Pþ 4H

32. OACþGLUT¼ASPTþAKG

33. ASPTþATPþNH4þH2O)ASNþ 2PþAMPþH

34. ASPTþATPþ 2NADHþ 2Hþ PYRþ SUCCOAþGLUT)
LYSþADPþ 2NADþ PþCOAþAKGþ SUCþCO2

35. ASPTþATPþ 2NADHþ 2H)HSERþ Pþ 2NADþADP

36. HSERþATPþH2O)THRþADPþPþH

37. THRþPYRþNADHþ 2HþGLUT) ILEþNH4þCO2þ
NADþH2OþAKG

38. NH4þGLUTþATP)GLUMþADPþP

39. HSERþACCOAþNADHþMTHFþHSþH¼METþ
THFþACETþCOAþNAD

40. 2PEPþERY4PþNADHþATP)CHORþADPþNADþ 4P

41. CHORþGLUMþ PRPPþ SER)TRYPþPYRþGLUTþ
2PþH2OþCO2þGAPþ 2H

42. CHORþNADþGLUT)TYRþAKGþNADHþCO2

43. TYRþNADþH2O)PHENþNADHþO2þH

44. 2PYRþNADHþ 2H)KIVþNADþCO2þH2O

45. KIVþGLUT¼VALþAKG

46. KIVþH2OþACCOAþNADþGLUT) LEUþCOAþ
NADHþHþCO2þAKG

(Continued )

Table I. (Continued )

47. PYRþGLUT¼ALAþAKG

48. G3PþGLUTþNADþH2O) SERþAKGþNADHþ PþH

49. SERþACCOAþHS)CYSþCOAþACET

50. RIB5PþATP)PRPPþAMPþH

51. PRPPþGLUMþATPþ 2NADþ 5H2O)HISþAICARþ
AKGþ 2NADHþ 7Hþ 5P

Nucleotide biosynthesis

52. CARPþASPTþ 1/2O2þ PRPP)UMPþH2OþCO2þ 3PþH

53. UMPþNH4þATP¼CMPþADPþ PþH

54. UMPþ 2ATPþ 2NADHþH2OþMTHF) dTMPþ 2ADPþ
2NADþ 2PþTHF

55. CMPþNADHþH) dCMPþNADþH2O

56. PRPPþ 2GLUMþGLYþ 5ATPþASPTþ FTHFþ 4H2Oþ
CO2)AICARþ 5ADPþ 7Pþ 2GLUTþTHFþ FUMþ 9H

57. AICARþ FTHF¼THFþ IMPþH2Oþ 2H

58. IMPþASPTþATP)AMPþADPþPþ FUMþH

59. IMPþNADþ 2H2OþATPþNH4)GMPþAMPþNADHþ
2Pþ 3H

60. AMPþNADHþH) dAMPþNADþH2O

61. GMPþNADHþH) dGMPþNADþH2O

Fatty acid biosynthesis

62. 9ACCOAþ 16NADHþ 8ATPþH2Oþ 8H)C18COAþ 8COAþ
16NADþ 8ADPþ 8P

63. 8ACCOAþ 14NADHþ 7ATPþH2Oþ 7H)C16COAþ
7COAþ 14NADþ 7ADPþ 7P

64. 0.5C16COAþ 0.5C18COA)C17COA

Protein biosynthesis

65. 0.096ALAþ 0.055ARGIþ 0.045ASNþ 0.045ASPTþ 0.017CYSþ
0.049GLUTþ 0.049GLUMþ 0.115GLYþ 0.018HISþ 0.054ILEþ
0.084LEUþ 0.064LYSþ 0.029METþ 0.035PHENþ 0.041PROþ
0.04SERþ 0.047THRþ 0.011TRYPþ 0.079VALþ 0.026TYRþ
4.3ATPþ 4.3H2O)PROTþ 4.3ADPþ 4.3Hþ 4.3P

DNA biosynthesis

66. 0.4485DAMPþ 0.5515DCMPþ 0.5515DGMPþ 0.4485DTMPþ
6.8ATPþ 6.8H2O)DNAþ 6.8ADPþ 6.8Pþ 6.8H

RNA biosynthesis

67. 0.27575CMPþ 0.27575GMPþ 0.22425AMPþ 0.22425UMPþ
2ATPþ 2H2O)RNAþ 2ADPþ 2Pþ 2H

Lipid biosynthesis

68. GAPþNADHþH)GLYC3PþNAD

69. GLYC3Pþ 2C17COAþATPþH2O)DIAGLYCþ 2COAþ 2P

70. DIAGLYCþGLYC3PþH2O)PGLYCþAMPþ P

71. PGLYC) 0.5GLYCþ 0.5CLIPIN

72. DIAGLYCþ SER)PETHþCO2þAMP

73. 0.762PETHþ 0.143PGLYCþ 0.095CLIPIN) LIP

Carbohydrate biosynthesis

74. G6PþATPþH2O)CARBOHþADPþH

Acetyl CoA synthetase

75. ACETþCOAþATPþH2O¼ACCOAþAMPþ 2PþH

Glycerol synthesis

76. GAPþNADHþHþH2O¼GLYCþNADþP

ATP maintenance

77. ATPþH2O)ADPþ PþH

Assimilative reduction of SO4

78. SO4 ATPþ 4NADHþ 2H)HSþ 4NADþADPþAMPþ
3PþH2O

Biomass formation

79. 0.03DNAþ 0.16RNAþ 0.52PROTþ 0.17CARBOHþ
0.09LIP)BIO

Extracellular transport

80. NH4EXTþ 4ATPþ 4H2O)NH4CYTþ 4ADPþ 4Pþ 4H

81. CO2EXT¼CO2CYT

82. H2OEXT¼H2OCYT

83. O2EXT¼O2CYT

84. G6PEXT¼G6PCYT
(Continued )
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Table I. (Continued )

85. SO4EXTþATPþH2O) SO4CYTþADPþ PþH

86. PEXTþATPþH2O)PCYTþADPþ PþH

87. H2EXT¼H2CYT

Irreversible reactions are indicated with an arrow ()), and reversible
reactions with an equal (¼).
sensitivity to oxygen, and the elevated energy requirements
that implies. Therefore, ammonia is assimilated by the GDH
pathway (reaction 10), assuming no ammonia limitation in
the culture media (Kanamori et al., 1987).

NHþ
4 þ AKGþNADðPÞHþHþ

! GLUTþ NADðPÞþ þH20 (10)

CO2 Assimilation

According to Parro et al. (2007), L. ferrooxidans
assimilates CO2 through the reductive acetyl-CoA pathway,
where one CO2 is captured by a special tetrahydrofolate
cofactor and reduced to a methyl group (reactions 4–7 in
Table I). The other CO2 is reduced to a carbonyl group by
the enzyme CO dehydrogenase, which is then combined
with the methyl group to form acetyl-CoA by a collection of
enzymes called the acetyl-CoA synthetase complex (reaction
8, Table I). This pathway seems to require hydrogen gas as
the electron donor and it is very efficient, requiring only 4H2

per acetate formed (Hügler et al., 2003; Menon and
Ragsdale, 1999). ATP and NAD(P)H required for this
process are obtained from ferrous iron oxidation.
Synthesis of Precursor Metabolites

Pentose Phosphate Pathway (PPP)

Oxidative and non-oxidative branches of this pathway
were included in the stoichiometric model. According to the
simplification criterion described previously, the oxidative
branch was reduced to a single reaction (reaction 9), and all
reactions of the non-oxidative branch were incorporated
into the model (reactions 10–14).
Embden–Meyerhof–Parnas Pathway (EMP)

Several chemolithoautotrophic microorganisms are capable
of operating their central carbohydrates metabolism in
anabolic and catabolic directions in order to achieve long-
and short-term adaptation. An important regulation point
of this pathway is the PEP/pyruvate interconversion reaction
(Tjaden et al., 2006).

In chemolithoautotrophic iron/sulphur oxidizing
bacteria, like L. ferriphilum, A. ferrooxidans, and A.
thiooxidans, it has been demonstrated that genes of
phosphoenolpyruvate synthetase, which catalyzes the con-
version of pyruvate to PEP, are present. However, the genes
of the reverse reaction, catalyzed by the enzyme pyruvate
kinase, have been identified only in A. ferrooxidans and A.
thiooxidans. Furthermore, genes of phosphoenolpyruvate
diquinase, which catalyzes this reaction in a bidirectional
way, were also missing in L. ferriphilum (Levican et al.,
2008). Therefore, the EMP pathway in Leptospirillum
probably works preferentially in an anabolic direction, so
this pathway was included with these directional restrictions
(reactions 15–19).
TCA Cycle

Although the TCA cycle in L. ferriphilum runs in a reductive
manner to fix CO2 (Levican et al., 2008), it was incorporated
into the model in an oxidative direction (reactions 20–26)
because it is thought that L. ferrooxidans fixes CO2 through
an acetyl-CoA reductive pathway.
Anaplerotic Reactions

In order to keep a constant level of intermediary metabolites
of the TCA cycle, to maintain metabolic balance in the cell,
two anaplerotic reactions were included in the stoichio-
metric model, catalyzed by the enzymes pyruvate carbox-
ylase and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (reactions 27
and 28). Other anaplerotic reactions have not been included
to avoid the introduction of reaction cycles, which could
lead to observability problems in the mathematical analysis.
Biosynthesis of Building Blocks

Amino Acid Biosynthesis

Amino acid biosynthesis reactions were classified into five
families, according to the specific precursor metabolite or
amino acid that serves as the starting point for their
synthesis (Stephanopoulos et al., 1998, Chapter 2, p. 60).
The reactions included are considered as standard reactions,
so no further analysis will be incorporated (reactions 29–51,
Table I).
Nucleotide Biosynthesis

Standard pathways of pyrimidine and purine nucleotides
biosynthesis were incorporated into the stoichiometric
model (reactions 52–61). All nucleotides were expressed as
monophosphates, assuming that their activation to tripho-
sphates is carried out on polymerization reactions to RNA
and DNA.
Fatty Acid Biosynthesis

It was assumed that L. ferrooxidans only synthesized fatty
acids as building blocks for its cell membrane phospholipids
Merino et al.: Stoichiometric Model and MFA for L. ferrooxidans 701
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Table II. Nomenclature of components included in the metabolic model

of Leptospirillum ferrooxidans.

Abbreviation Name

ACCOA Acetyl-CoA

ACET Acetate

ADP Adenosine diphosphate

AICAR 50-Phosphoribosyl-5-amino-4-imidazolecarboxamide

AKG Alpha-ketoglutarate

ALA L-Alanine

AMP Adenosine monophosphate

ARGI Arginine

ASN L-Asparagine

ASPT Aspartate

ATP Adenosine triphosphate

BIO Biomass

C16COA Palmitic acid CoA

C17COA Synthetic fatty acid

C18COA Steric acid CoA

CARBOH Carbohydrates

CARP Carbamoyl phosphate

CHOR Chorismate

CIT Citrate

CLIPIN Cardiolipin

CMP Cytidine-30-monophosphate

CO2 Carbon dioxide

COA Coenzyme A

CYS L-Cysteine

dAMP 20-Deoxyadenosine 50-monophosphate

dCMP 20-Deoxycytidine 50-monophosphate

dGMP 20-Deoxyguanosine 50-monophosphate

DIAGLYC CDP-diacylglycerol

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid base pair

dTMP Deoxythymidine 50-monophosphate

ERY4P D-Erythrose 4-phosphate

F6P Fructose-6-phosphate

FERRH2 Reduced ferredoxin

FERRIC Ferric iron

FERROUS Ferrous iron

FERROX Oxidized ferredoxin

FOR Formate

FTHF Formyl tetrahydrofolate

FUM Fumarate

G3P Glycerate 3-phosphate

G6P Glucose-6-phosphate

GAP Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate

GLUM L-Glutamine

GLUT L-Glutamate

GLY L-Glycine

GLYC3P Glycerol 3-phosphate

GLYC Glycerol

GMP Guanosine 50-monophosphate

H2 Hydrogen

H2O Water

H Proton

H_IN Internal proton

H_OUT External proton

HIS L-Histidine

HS Sulfide

HSER L-Homoserine

ILE Isoleucine

IMP Inosine monophosphate

KIV 2-Keto-isovalerate

LEU L-Leucine

Table II. (Continued )

Abbreviation Name

LIP Synthetic lipid molecule

LYS L-Lysine

MET L-Methionine

MTHF 5,10-Methylene tetrahydrofolate

N2 Nitrogen

NAD Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (oxidized)

NADH Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (reduced)

NH4 Ammonia ion

O2 Oxygen

OAC Oxaloacetate

P Orthophosphate

PEP Phosphoenolpyruvate

PETH Phosphatidylethanolamine

PGLYC Phosphatidyl glycerol

PHEN L-Phenylalanine

PRO L-Proline

PROT Protein

PRPP 5-Phosphoribosyl-1-pyrophosphate

PYR Pyruvate

RIB5P D-Ribose 5-phosphate

RIBU5P D-Ribulose 5-phosphate

RNA Ribonucleic acid nucleotide

SED7P Sedoheptulose 7-phosphate

SER L-Serine

SO4 Sulphate

SUC Succinate

SUCCOA Succinyl-CoA

THF Tetrahydrofolate

THR L-Threonine

TRYP L-Tryptophan

TYR L-Tyrosine

UMP Uridine 50-monohosphate

VAL L-Valine

XYL5P D-Xylulose 5-phosphate
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(Hold et al., 2009). As the composition of fatty acid and their
length is unknown for L. ferrooxidans, for simplicity, a
synthetic-theoretical fatty acid, called C17-CoA was
considered, composed of equal proportions of the major
fatty acids in bacteria, C16:0 and C18:0 (Hold et al., 2009;
Stephanopoulos et al., 1998) represented in reactions 62–64.
Synthesis of Macromolecules

Protein Biosynthesis

Protein synthesis reactions were obtained assuming an
analogous composition of amino acids to E. coli. Therefore,
the protein was considered as a polypeptide of standard
composition, which requires 4.3 ATP for the correct
addition of one amino acid to the existing protein (reaction
65) (Hold et al., 2009; Stephanopoulos et al., 1998, Chapter
2, p. 68).
DNA Biosynthesis

As reported by Sand et al. (1992), the GþC content of
L. ferrooxidans fluctuates in the range of 53.9% and 56.4%.



Thus, for the stoichiometric model we assumed an average
composition of 55.2% of dGMP and dCMP and 44.8% of
dAMP and dTMP per base pair. Also, it was considered that
2 ATPs were consumed per nucleotide incorporated as
the total energetic cost of unwinding the double helix
before DNA replication, 4 ATP to activate monophosphates
to triphosphates, and 0.8 ATPs for proofreading
(Stephanopoulos et al., 1998, Chapter 2, pp. 69–70).
Hence, the energy requirements for 1 bp formation are
6.8 ATPs. Consequently reaction 66 represents the elonga-
tion of the DNA chain by 1 bp.
RNA Biosynthesis

RNA composition was approximated by values from DNA
(Hold et al., 2009), so GMP and CMP constitutions were set
at 27.6%, and 22.4% for AMP and UMP. As stated by
Ingraham et al. (1983), the energetic cost for the
incorporation of one ribonucleotide as monophosphate is
0.4 ATP. Also, as mentioned before, 2 ATPs are required
to activate monophosphate to triphosphates, hence 2.4
ATPs are required to synthesize one nucleotide of RNA
(reaction 67).
Lipid Biosynthesis

As mentioned above, it was assumed that L. ferrooxidans
only synthesizes membrane-forming phospholipids, because
the production of energy storage molecules on this
bacterium is unknown (Hold et al., 2009). Thus, a general
phospholipid was created, composed of a 76.2% phospha-
tidylethanolamine, 14.3% phosphatidylglycerol, and 9.5%
cardiolipin (Stephanopoulos et al., 1998, Chapter 2, p. 64)
(reactions 68–73).
Carbohydrate Biosynthesis

Carbohydrates are defined as molecules with an approx-
imate stoichiometric formula Cn(H2O)m and they mainly
play a role in three aspects: as part of the cell wall (murein),
as energy storing molecules and finally as metabolites. A
general carbohydrate was built as is shown in reaction 74.
Results and Discussion

Stoichiometric Model

The in silico metabolic network of L. ferrooxidans was
constructed from database and literature information from
an analogous iron oxidizing bacteria (See Materials and
Methods Section for detail). When an incomplete pathway
arises, the principal criterion to approve it was that more
than 50% of the enzymes involved must be present.
Thus, standard pathways, for example, biosynthesis of
amino acid phenylalanine, lysine, methionine, and alanine
were incomplete; however, iron oxidizing bacteria like
A. ferrooxidans and L. ferrooxidans must contain these
pathways because they are capable of growth in basal
medium 9K (Silverman and Lundgren, 1959). Nevertheless,
the opposite case is also possible, but further biochemical
confirmation, through enzymatic activity assays, for
example, is necessary to complete the pathway validation.

A simplification process was performed in order to reduce
the complexity of the stoichiometric model. With the
purpose of reducing the number of metabolites and
reactions, sequential reactions were grouped in one net
reaction in conserved pathways, like the EMP, the pentose
phosphate and the amino acid biosynthesis pathways. Also
linearly dependent reactions were eliminated to avoid
observability problems of the model. That is the case of
the anaplerotic reactions of pyruvate carboxylase and the
glyoxylate shunt, which when included together, make the
system non-observable since the latter is a linear combina-
tion of the pyruvate carboxylase reaction and the TCA cycle.
Hence, the glyoxylate shunt was considered to be inactive in
our simulations, assuming that the corresponding enzymes
operate under different environmental conditions.

The metabolic model developed includes the main
sources for catabolic and anabolic processes of
L. ferrooxidans. The main catabolic substrates considered
are ferrous iron, as energy source in aerobic conditions
and CO2 from the air as sole carbon source. Also, nitrogen
assimilation was assumed to occur from NHþ

4 as the unique
source. In addition, the main anabolic final products
considered are the macromolecules DNA, RNA, protein,
carbohydrates, and lipids constituting one C-mol of biomass
according to reaction 79 in Table I. A schematic
representation of the reconstructed metabolic network is
shown in Figure 1.

The model has 86 reactions, where 10 of them are transport
reactions of nutrients and products (reactions 1, 2, and 80–87).
It is composed of 100metabolites, of which 88 are intermediate
metabolites, andmust be balanced. Consequently, the resulting
system has 2 degrees of freedom, thus two external fluxes must
be estimated to achieve a determined system and so calculate
the internal fluxes of Figure 1.
Proof of Concept

In order to prove the functionality and feasibility of the
metabolic model developed, a proof of concept was made.
For this purpose, two external fluxes were estimated from
published data. The calculation of the internal fluxes was
made assuming a specific growth rate of L. ferrooxidans on
ferrous iron m¼ 0.05 (h�1) (Boon, 1996; Kleerebezem and
Loosdrecht, 2008). A specific oxygen consumption rate was
estimated through a relationship between this and the
dilution rate in continuous culture taken from Scherpenzeel
et al. (1998):

qO2 ¼
D

0:047
þ 0:057 (11)
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Table III. Assumed percentage of each macromolecule (xi) in cell

composition of L. ferrooxidans (taken from Stephanopoulos et al., 1998,

Chapter 2, p. 75 for E. coli).

Macromolecule xi (g/gcdw)

Protein 0.52

DNA 0.03

RNA 0.16

Lipids 0.09

Carbohydrates 0.17
A value of q02 ¼ 1.12 (mol O2/C-mol h�1) was obtained
for D¼ 0.05 (h�1) (equal to the specific growth rate m for a
steady-state continuous culture).

The biomass generation at D¼ 0.05 (h�1) was obtained
using the biomass composition in Table III.

In order to obtain a determined and observable system,
the estimated specific oxygen consumption rate and the
generation rate of biomass were used as input data for the
Figure 2. Metabolic flux distribution of L.
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MFA, considering a standard deviation of 10%. With this
analysis, a flux distribution was obtained, which is shown in
Figure 2.

In Figure 2, it is possible to observe a scheme of the
contribution of the different pathways to the global
metabolic process. It can be seen that the TCA cycle is
running in a reductive manner, which is very reasonable,
because it would be inefficient for L. ferrooxidans to use the
regular TCA cycle releasing the CO2 needed for growth. This
behavior is consistent with that observed for Leptospirillum
ferriphilum by Levican et al. (2008).

Main uptake fluxes predicted with MFA are shown in
Table IV.

The growth yield on ferrous iron was calculated with the
equation

YSX ¼ � m

qS
(12)
ferrooxidans in (mol/C-mol h�1 of biomass).



Table IV. Calculated uptake specific rates with MFA for L. ferrooxidans

using NHþ
4 .

Calculated flux value mol/C-mol h�1

qCO2 0.04

qNHþ
4 0.01

qFe2þ 6.72

qATP 1.68
Consequently, a yield of L. ferrooxidans on ferrous iron
of YSX¼ 0.007 (C-mol/mol Fe2þ) was obtained, which
compared with YSX¼ 0.006 (C-mol/mol Fe2þ) for L.
ferrooxidans in Breed et al. (1999), YSX¼ 0.010 (C-mol/
mol Fe2þ) for Leptospirillum sp. by Scherpenzeel et al.
(1998), and YSX¼ 0.006 (for iron oxidizing bacteria) by
Mignone and Donati (2004), indicating a very good
prediction of the model for this iron oxidizing bacteria
growing on ferrous iron.

A sensitivity analysis was done using a random percentage
of error in the range of 9–10% of the input data. Three
simulations were carried out considering different measure-
ment errors, and the flux distribution obtained in each case
was very stable since the direction of the fluxes remains equal
to the original distribution, and the calculated rates reveal
only slight variations.

The elimination of the anaplerotic reactions catalyzed by
the enzymes pyruvate carboxylase and phosphoenolpyru-
vate carboxylase was explored, determining that the
elimination of any of these enzymes makes impossible the
biomass generation by the metabolic network. The activity
of both enzymes is necessary because they are the only way
to generate oxaloacetate, which is required in biomass
biosynthesis.

A simulation was made activating the nitrogenase enzyme
to compare the flux distribution in the presence and absence
of this pathway. When the enzyme is activated one degree of
freedom is added to the metabolic system, so three external
fluxes are needed to solve it. Considering a specific growth
rate of m¼ 0.05 (h�1), and the stoichiometric coefficients
of Equation (2), a specific nitrogen consumption rate of
qN2 ¼ 0.005 (mol N2/C-mol h�1) was calculated. Thus, the
input data is the same as in the other condition, but
including a nitrogen reduction rate. With this test, we
observed that the model predicts that the nitrogenase
reaction runs in the opposite direction, which indicates that
L. ferrooxidans cannot use this nitrogen source for growth
under the stated conditions, because of the high-energetic
requirements.
Conclusions

A description of the main metabolic pathways of
L. ferrooxidans was made. The principal uptake pathways
considered in the metabolic reconstruction were ferrous
iron oxidation to gain energy for all anabolic and catabolic
processes, CO2 assimilation through the acetyl-CoA
reductive pathway, and ammonia assimilation by the
GDH pathway. A stoichiometric model composed of 86
reactions and 2 degrees of freedom was obtained. The model
was used to calculate the internal flux distribution by
MFA. With these data, an estimation of growth yields
of L. ferrooxidans on ferrous iron was made, obtaining
YSX¼ 0.006 (C-mol/mol Fe2þ), showing a very good
behavior when compared with experimental data from
the literature. A sensitivity analysis was performed, and the
model shows a very stable behavior when a random error on
the input data is considered. In conclusion, the metabolic
model developed is capable of reproducing the main aspects
of the metabolic behavior of L. ferrooxidans, thus, it could
be used as a first approach to create new strategies to
improve the productivity of the bioleaching processes.
Nomenclature
S

M

stoichiometric matrix
v(x)
 vector of intracellular reaction rates
b
 vector of extracellular reaction rates (substrate consumption and

products formation) (mol/C-mol h�1)
q02
 specific oxygen consumption rate (mol O2/C-mol h�1)
D
 dilution rate (1/h)
ri
 generation rate of macromolecule i (mol i/C-mol h�1)
xi
 proportion of macromolecule i (mol/C-mol)
YSX
 growth yield in substrate (ferrous iron) (C-mol/mol Fe2þ)
qS
 specific substrate consumption rate (e.g., ferrous iron) (mol Fe2þ/

C-mol h�1)
m
 specific growth rate (1/h)
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